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About This Game

FranknJohn is a horror inspired action roguelike, where your head is your weapon! Young FranknJohn is a failed experiment of
a demented scientist, Dr Harmin. He wakes, with no memory, in a cell, with a head that can only stay on his body with the help
of a chain. FranknJohn is far from helpless however, as his flaw becomes his strength - he can swing his head wildly round to

smash away the plethora of strange creatures that roam the house of horror...

Current Features

Smash enemies with FranknJohn's weaponized head

Experiment with 20 different Skullcaps that alter gameplay in many different ways

Huge skill tree. Collect Dr. Harmin's mysterious ooze and use it to upgrade your body and mind

Randomly generated environments. A new experience with each new life

Local co-op - play with a friend!

Battle through the first area two areas of the game, "The Garden of Denial" and "The Furnace of Anger"

Perma-death, challenging enemies will test the sternest of players
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Glorious soundtrack by Ben Prunty (FTL/Gravity Ghost)

Pills to temporally upgrade your stats

Explore FrankJohn's underground hideout

Planned Features
Content

More areas - The Cistern of Depression and the final showdown with Dr. Harmin in the "The Lab of Isolation"

More variety, challenges and secrets - We have lot's of fun stuff in store

More Skullcaps - these are so much fun to make we want to keep making them forever

More enemies - Each new area will have roughly the same amount of enemies currently available

More bosses - Dr. Harmins most prized creations are being readied for battle

More glorious soundtrack by Ben Prunty

Bug Fixing

We have put a lot of effort into making sure FranknJohn is as bug free as possible, however the game is in Early Access
so it is unavoidable. We will do our best to squish them as soon as they present their ugly heads.

Balancing

A game like this lives or dies on it's balance, so expect a lot of tweaking to occur throughout Early Access.
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Title: FranknJohn
Genre: Action, Indie, RPG, Early Access
Developer:
bitSmith Games
Publisher:
bitSmith Games
Release Date: 4 Mar, 2015

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows Vista/7/8

Processor: Intel Core i3 or AMD equivalent or better

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: Intel HD 4400 or Nvidia or AMD equivalent or better

DirectX: Version 9.0

Storage: 516 MB available space

Sound Card: DirectX compatible Sound Card

Additional Notes: Should work on Windows Xp but not offically supported

English
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Retention is a game made by russian developers \/ artists,which is about...getting your memorise back!

You fall of your bicycle and memories just came up in your head,and your goal,is to get those back before the times up.
Let's be honest,this is a okay plot,really intresting.

My biggest problem with this game...well,for me it's not feels like a game.You are watching photos and choose 1 of it from a
group of 3 photos,and try to get a stable memory,while your time is limited,so you most likely going to click furiously.There are
total of 4 endings,however that's not true either,because you can get other variants of endings...what I found out,there are 16
different endings which sound cool actually...but you most likely won't even bother with those,because you will get bored,either
confused about this product.

The pictures actually looks okay,there are some really beautiful ones.A big negative point to the windows mode,because you
cannot put this game to full screen.

The music was just weird for me,to be honest,I never heard anything like it...I didn't enjoyed it.

I played this game through once in 10 mins,but it felt like half an hour.I like story based games and choices matter games,this
kinda like those "tags",but for me,it's just kinda confusing and not understandable.Don't buy it,not even worth it,only if you
want relaxing or watch some photos,or get confused by the music...but atleast the steam badge levels for this game looks nice..
Bought it a few days ago for the standard price.
Now it's on sale.
10\/10. Pros:
-Feels like an NES game for the most part
-Has some good pixel art( compared to most of steam pixel art indie games)

Cons:
- Mostly trial and error game
-Bosses were a mess. \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665t attacks, inconsistent hitboxes, not fun to play againts,
weren\u00b4t mechanically very deep, and most of all they weren\u00b4t memorable. Final boss
had\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665hitboxes, unfair stun-lock mechanic and wasn\u00b4t very hard. It only had
\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665t mechanics
-Story was interesting but there was no development to it. Characters were just mostly there and didn\u00b4t appoint to
anything. No interesting moments to point out, no interactions with the characters, no stakes were at hand since why would I, as
the player, give a\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665since none of th characters do anything meaningful.
- Most of the attacks fly in an arc. This would be fine if there would someone kind of normal punch or weapon attack that
would be easy to use and fast. I know theres a kick attack but that does not work very well against enemies, since most of them
are airborne.
Potion 1 is useless after world 3, potion 2 is the worst attack in the game, potion 3 has freeze and fire form but that sucks, since
the potion has to hit a wall to change the effect, potion 4 is the best potion since it flies in a straight line. Most of the potions are
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rendered useless against the bosses( except the final boss) because all of the potions are weaker than charging a fairy attack that
you get in the beginning of the game. You can\u00b4t spam the potion bottles because all of the bosses have invincibility frame
that lasts for 3 seconds.
- Music sounds generic and has no punch to it.

Don\u00b4t buy this game. There are better ones out there.

. DONT DOWNLOAD THIS TRASH!!!. Given the controls and interface, I can only assume this was meant to be a mobile
game. Ended up with a coupon, got it for 20 cents. Still couldn't make it worth my time.. This game was pretty good over all.
The game mechanics were good except that you had to close your backpack to select some things. The dialogue and puzzles
were pretty juvinile. This will be a good game for my 8 year olds, but it barely held my attention. One big plus is the hint
feature. This removed the need for a walkthrough and removed the frustration with being stuck. I didn't use it often, but when I
did it was usually because the item was tiny or hard to see. This would have been super frustrating without the hint feature. It's
brief but accomplishes the goal it set out to accomplish. It meets my $1 per hour of game play rule when on sale.

6\/10 Good but juvinile. I fell in love with this game.

If you're an adventure gamer and like detective stories, this is the game for you. There are five cases you have to solve,
sometimes intertwined because you meet characters from previous cases which is often a lot of fun. You can fail to solve a case
if you miss a clue or you can send the wrong person to jail - it almost happened to me, because I didn't talk to one person I
missed a whole string of events. So you do some good old detective work but, although very well done, that was not what I liked
the most. It was the characters. I don't want to get into it too much (spoilers!), but let's just say one person made me laugh as
well as cry over the course of the game, you'll know who I mean when you play it. On this note, the dialogues and voice-acting
are excellent from everyone involved, you can tell a lot of thought and love went into this. Highly recommend and much love to
the developers from Germany!

. amazing game with amazing atmosphere. too short! Idont mind paying more for content like this that takes more than 20mins
to finish.
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you have to re-level a new character every map, which completely removes the RPG element enjoyment, I can't actually see the
point of this game. Not very random, not very good.. Won't play audio. Seems like a fascinating game. Too bad I can't hear
anything. No options to change audio output. Despite the fact that this is a VR game, designed for VR, and yet the audio plays
from somewhere behind me dimly, rather than into my headphones? wtf? refunding.. great game 9/10. it costs too much

crap controls

not fun

dont bother

no...... really..... dont waste ur time. A lot of people will find that this game is really a achievement hunter game. (You got tonnes
of achievement when you complete the game). But i find the gameplay is minimalist, fun and challenging. Not a no brainer
game. Recommended for all achievement hunter, and gamers who want to find different game to play.. If you're a fan of
Shmups you should buy this game, you'll have a blast with it. Really great twin-stick conrol scheme makes it easy to get into and
lets you do some pretty fancy moves. Animations are good, has a fun style to itself, and plays really well in co-op! Played great
right out of the box, worked with my controller without having to fiddle with anything. Good number of unlockables to keep
you coming back. Lots of weird enemy designs that feel unique. Cool powerups. What else can I say?
Feels like a long-lost coin-op arcade shmup. Can't beat it for the price!
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